This paper presents different strategies for handling disruptions in fleet deployment in roll-on rolloff liner shipping, which basically consists of assigning a fleet of vessels to predefined voyages at minimum cost. A new mathematical model of the problem is presented, including a set of robust planning strategies, such as adding slack and rewarding early arrivals. To solve real-life instances a rolling horizon heuristic is proposed. A computational study, where we also propose some recovery planning strategies, is conducted, and simulation results show that adding robustness significantly reduces the actual cost of the plan and the total delays of the voyages.
Introduction
This paper studies different strategies for handling disruptions in roll-on roll-off (RoRo) liner shipping. The RoRo segment of liner shipping is characterized by transporting cargo such as cars, trucks, farming equipment, and other types of cargo that contain wheels or can be placed on trailers, and thus can be rolled onto and off of the vessels. The vessels themselves are special purpose vessels, similar to gigantic ferries, where the rolling cargo is stacked on multiple decks onboard the vessels, with each deck having different height and weight restrictions.
This study is done in cooperation with Wallenius Wilhelmsen Logistics (WWL), which is one of the world's largest operators in the RoRo segment. The planning process undertaken by WWL can be divided into strategic, tactical, and operational levels of planning. At the strategic level decisions regarding which trade routes they should service, the frequency of service on these trade routes, and the composition of the fleet must be taken. Once this is decided, the company faces a fleet deployment problem (FDP) at the tactical level, where each vessel is assigned to service a sequence of trade routes, while taking the frequency requirements into account. Finally, at the operational level, decisions regarding stowage onboard the vessels, weather routing, and disruption management, is handled.
In this paper we focus on creating robust solutions to the FDP at the tactical level, in order to minimize the effect of disruptions at the operational level. In addition, we study recovery strategies that may be employed once a disruption has occurred that makes the existing plan undesirable.
The FDP faced by WWL may be described as optimally assigning individual vessels to trade route voyages during a planning horizon stretching from a few months and up to a year. A trade route is a long distance maritime shipping route, and consists of a pre-determined sequence of port calls with sailing legs in between. E.g. a ship performing/sailing/servicing the trade route Europe -North America, visits a set of ports in Europe, where cargo is loaded, before sailing across the Atlantic to North-America where a set of unloading ports are visited, and the ship is emptied before starting on a new trade route voyage, possibly with some ballast (empty) sailing in between. According to monthly demand and contractual agreements, each trade route has to be serviced with a certain frequency, and a vessel completing one instance of a trade route once is denoted as a voyage. For each vessel, we thus get a schedule which consists of a sequence of voyages, combined with a start time for each voyage.
The term fleet deployment is defined by [16] as the "...allocation of ships to routes, their general scheduling, and the chartering of vessels, if any, to complement the owned fleet in the fulfillment of the transportation missions". Fagerholt et al. [5] describe the FDP as determining an optimal way of servicing voyages defined for the planning horizon with the shipping company's fleet of vessels. Here, an optimal deployment is seen with respect to minimizing the costs. Most literature on the FDP studies the problem faced by container liner shipping companies. Gelareh and Meng [6] present a nonlinear mathematical model for the FDP with speed optimization in container liner shipping. The model is linearized as a mixed integer linear programming model and solved for randomly generated numerical instances. In Meng and Wang [13] , the authors present a chance constrained programming model to solve the short-term liner ship fleet planning problem with cargo demand uncertainty for a liner container company. The demand uncertainty is modeled with a normal distribution, and for each liner route operated by the company, the chance constraints ensure that a minimum level of service is associated with each route. Wang et al. [22] revisit the problem discussed in [13] , but propose a joint chance constrained programming model, and show that the service level provided has significant effect on the total cost. Liu et al. [12] formulate a joint optimization model for the container flow and fleet deployment problems. Finally, Wang and Meng [21] present a cost minimization model for the FDP with container transshipment operations.
The model allows containers to be delivered from its origin port to its destination port by the use of more than one vessel.
The FDP in container shipping separates itself from RoRo liner shipping in two respects: (1)
The container shipping lines are cyclic with each ship assigned to a single service/line/port rotation for the entire planning horizon, while the trade routes in RoRo shipping usually go from one part of the world to another, and each ship is assigned to a sequence of voyages on different trade routes.
(2) In container shipping they usually consider deployment of ship types, and not the specific deployment of individual ships. The latter also means that they are not taking into account the different initial positions the ships may have at the start of the planning horizon. This may be a reasonable assumption in container liner shipping due to (1), but is a too crude approximation in RoRo liner shipping.
To the authors' knowledge, Fagerholt et al. [5] and Andersson et al. [2] are the only studies that deal with the FDP in RoRo liner shipping. Fagerholt et al. [5] present a very simplified model that is solved by a multi-start local search heuristic. Later, Andersson et al. [2] extend their model, and propose a rolling horizon heuristic to solve an integrated fleet deployment and speed optimization problem. While studying the same problem as in this paper, their model differs from ours by simplifying the modeling of the cargo onboard the vessel. Their model has one cargo capacity per vessel, considers only one type of cargo, and has only one capacity restriction per voyage, thus implicitly assuming that all cargo transported on a voyage is onboard the vessel concurrently at some point during the voyage. The model presented in this paper divides the capacity of each vessel into groups dependent on the the height and weight limits of each cargo deck, considers more than one type of cargo, and takes into account the fact that several loading/unloading regions may be visited on a given trade route. In addition, we model the variable speed of a vessel in greater detail, by allowing the speed of a vessel on a trade route voyage to differ from the speed on the subsequent ballast sailing.
The FDP is usually presented as a deterministic problem in the academic literature, however, in reality shipping companies operate in an environment that is highly uncertain and constantly changing. Hence, the execution of a predetermined fleet deployment plan is often subject to changes, or disruptions, caused by unforeseen events. According to Brouer et al. [3] , common events leading to disruptions in maritime transportation are strikes in ports, bad weather, congestion in passageways, and mechanical failures. Other, but less frequent events include piracy and crew strikes on vessels. All types of events may lead to disruptions, such as delays, or in some cases the need to charter an additional vessel. The occurrence of disruptions are common in a global shipping network; a study conducted by Notteboom [15] showed that as many as 70 to 80 % of the global shipping lines were disrupted in some way.
There are significant economic impacts associated with disruptions in liner shipping, and Kjeldsen [11] highlights that this has an effect on two fronts. First, there are costs to the shipping company such as increased bunker cost, increased port costs, charter costs of extra ships and cargo space, and intangible costs (e.g., goodwill, loss of customers). Kjeldsen [11] exemplifies this by showing that increasing the service speed of an 6,600 TEU container vessel from 18 to 24 knots may increase fuel consumption by up to 130 tons per day. With the fuel prices of USD 650 per ton at the time the research was conducted, the higher speed costs USD 84,500 extra for each day it has to be maintained. In addition to the cost to the liner shipping company, there are significant costs associated for the customers whose cargo are onboard the vessels subject to disruption. Estimates given by Notteboom [15] show that a vessel carrying 4,000 TEUs traveling from the Far East to Belgium may lead to extra costs for its customers of at least EUR 57,000 per day it is delayed.
Yu and Qi [24] classify approaches to handle disruption management into two stages: in-advance planning and real-time re-planning. The purpose of in-advance planning is to find an optimal plan while taking future uncertainties into account. This may be referred to as robust planning or robust optimization. Here, future uncertainties can be modeled by a set of scenarios, and the goal of robust optimization is to generate a plan that is "good" for many of the possible future outcomes [24] . Real-time re-planning aims to revise the original plan previously found whenever needed during the period of execution. This may for instance be when an event occurs that leads to a disruption which causes the original plan to become undesirable.
There have been only a few papers published on incorporating robustness in tactical planning within maritime transportation. Christiansen and Fagerholt [4] present a ship scheduling problem concerned with the pickup and delivery of bulk cargoes within given time windows. Here, ports are closed at night and during weekends, and loading/discharging may take several days. The objective is to make robust schedules that are less likely to result in ships staying in ports over the weekend, with weather and port service times treated as uncertain. Robustness is introduced in the mathematical model by imposing penalty costs for arrivals at "risky" times, i.e. close to weekends.
In Halvorsen-Weare and Fagerholt [8] , robust solutions to a supply vessel planning problem are created. The model is based on a previous study, Halvorsen-Weare et al. [9] , but several robustness strategies are applied to the vessel routes to make them more resilient to disruptions such as delays and bad weather. A vessel routing and scheduling problem under uncertainty in the liquefied natural gas business is studied in Halvorsen-Weare et al. [10] . In the problem considered, an LNG producer is responsible for transportation from production sites to customers all over the world.
The aim is to create vessel schedules that are more robust against uncertainty in sailing times due to changing weather. Four robustness strategies are proposed and evaluated in a simulationoptimization framework. In addition, a re-route optimization procedure is called whenever plans are needed to be adjusted. There are a few additional articles that considers robustness in maritime planning problems, including Zeng et al. [25] , Kjeldsen [11] and Alvarez et al. [1] .
Despite having a robust initial plan, disruptions may cause the initial FDP to become undesirable. In these situations, it is necessary to have a set of recovery strategies in order to minimize the impact of these disruptions on the remainder of the plan. Kjeldsen [11] presents a mathematical model for simultaneous rescheduling of vessels and cargo in container liner shipping in the event of disruptions. The objective of the model is to construct a set of vessel schedules and cargo routings that allow resumption of the scheduled service at the end of the planning period at minimal costs. To solve the problem, they propose a large neighborhood search heuristic. Brouer et al. [3] study the vessel schedule recovery problem (VSRP) for container liner shipping, and present a MIP model for handling disruptions. The VSRP evaluates a current disruption scenario and selects the action that balances increased bunker consumption, impact on cargo, and customer service level by using multi-criteria optimization in the objective function. A computational study conducted on four real-life cases reveals potential cost savings of up to 58 % compared to the real-time solution chosen by the case company. Further, Qi [17] takes the ideas of Brouer et al. [3] and develops a model that handles recovery of multiple vessels in a network after a major disruption. Two different decisions are handled by the model: vessel routing and speeding decisions, and the container flow. The model extends the work done by Brouer et al. [3] , which assumes that containers will be transported by their original vessels in the event of a disruption, by including the possibility of container re-routing.
The purpose of this paper is to study the effect of introducing a set of robustness strategies to the FDP faced by a RoRo liner shipping company. The paper includes the following contributions:
(1) We present a new mathematical model of the FDP in RoRo shipping that models speed decisions, cargo types, and ship capacity restrictions on each voyage more realistically than previous models in the literature. (2) We test several robustness strategies from the literature that have not previously been applied together, and apply them to the FDP in RoRo liner shipping. (3) We propose several recovery strategies to be used in real-time planning when the initial plan needs be re-optimized. The effect of both the robustness and recovery strategies are tested in a simulation framework, where the execution of the FDP is simulated with disruptions randomly occurring throughout the planning period.
The remainder of the paper is structured as follows: In Section 2 a detailed description of the FDP is given, followed by a mathematical formulation. Then a set of strategies to add robustness to the FDP is presented in Section 3, before a rolling horizon heuristic is presented in Section 4. In Section 5 we describe a simulation framework to test the effect of the proposed robustness strategies, before a comprehensive computational study is given in Section 6. Finally, some concluding remarks are given in Section 7.
Problem description and mathematical model
Let R denote the set of trade routes operated by the company, and let n r be the number of times trade route r should be sailed during the planning horizon. For each trade route r, let (r, i) denote a voyage on that trade route, for i ∈ {1, . . . , n r }. The fleet deployment problem can then be defined on a graph G = (N , A), where each node (r, i) ∈ N represents a voyage, and arc ((r, i), (q, j)) ∈ A represents a vessel sailing voyage (r, i), then sailing ballast between the end of trade route r and the beginning of trade route q, before sailing voyage (q, j). The planning period may be divided into a set of months M, where each month consists of a set of consecutive days.
Let E ri and L ri be the earliest and latest day voyage (r, i) is preferred to begin, and let N m be the set of voyages (r, i) where E ri is a day in month m ∈ M. If the voyage starts after L ri , a penalty cost C P is incurred each day that the start of a voyage is delayed, up to the upper limit for delays (2) shipped from Europe to East Asia. In other words, each route can service a predefined subset of balance categories, B r , where B r ⊆ B.
Unlike container shipping, where containers have more or less standardized dimensions, there is a greater variety in the dimensions of the products transported in the RoRo segment. The cargoes are transported on wheels and can vary from small cars to large break bulk cargo. In the mathematical model this is handled by introducing a set of cargo segments, P. A cargo segment p ∈ P may, for example, refer to small cars. The subset P b contains the cargo segments associated with balance category b. A product is fully defined through its cargo segment p and balance category b. For each month m ∈ M, a demand D bpm is to be transported. This demand must either be covered with the company's vessels or by renting space onboard a competitor's vessel, known as space chartering. The cost of space chartering is C SC bpm per unit, and we assume there is an upper monthly space chartering limit Q SC bpm . Each vessel has a range of decks where the cargo can be stored during transportation. The decks have different capacities and properties related to the dimension and weight of the goods.
Let K be the set of capacity classes, or deck types. Each capacity class k refers to a certain deck type. Further, the sets K p ⊆ K contain the set of capacity classes that can carry a cargo segment p. Let Q vrk be the capacity in each capacity class k when vessel v services trade route r. Figure   2 illustrates the connection between decks and capacity classes.
To keep control of the total volumes of all cargo segments loaded on the decks of a vessel on the different sailing legs of a voyage, a set of capacity groups Ξ indexed by ξ is introduced. A capacity group ξ contains the balance categories associated with a given sailing leg of a voyage.
Let this set be denoted by B ξ , and for each capacity group the sum of loads of products (b, p), where b ∈ B ξ , should be within the capacity of the vessel. The connection between balance categories and capacity groups is illustrated in Figure 3 , with a voyage sailing from Europe to East Asia via North America. A ship sailing such a voyage will usually carry cargoes from Europe to both North America and Asia, as well as from North America to Asia. Since all cargo is normally transported between regions/continents, it is in practice sufficient to define capacity groups only for these sailing legs. Servicing every contracted voyage in the planning period may in some cases not be possible by using the company's fleet. To ensure feasibility, we introduce the binary variable s ri , which is equal to one if a contracted voyage is not serviced by the company's fleet, and is penalized with a high cost, C S . When using this option, it is assumed that the voyage is covered by other transportation options or companies. For these cases, a corresponding capacity for each capacity class is denoted as Q S k , which for simplicity is calculated as 
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The objective function (1) minimizes costs related to operating the fleet of vessels and fulfilling the constraints below. The costs of sailing voyages and ballast between voyages with the speed profile determined by x vris and x B vriqjs are included in the two first expressions. The third expression calculates the total delay costs, the fourth expression the space chartering costs, and the fifth term the cost of not servicing voyage (r, i) with a vessel from the company's fleet. Constraints (2) force all contracted voyages to be serviced, while constraints (3) -(5) ensure that each vessel travels a continuous path through the problem defining network. Further, constraints (6) and (7) ensure that a convex combination of speed options is chosen for each ship on each voyage and ballast sailing, and constraints (8) 
vriqjs +T vris }. Constraints (9) count the number of days a voyage is delayed, while constraints (10) ensure that the volume transported and space chartered in a given month equal the monthly demand. It should be noted that constraints (10) assume that the cargo transported on a given voyage (r, i) covers the cargo demand in the month of its earliest start time (E ri ) regardless of when the voyage is actually started. This is a reasonable assumption since the time windows for starting a voyage in RoRo shipping are normally fairly narrow (typically at most one week and rarely span two subsequent months). Finally, constraints (11) limit the total flow of cargoes in a capacity group on a voyage to be within the capacity of the vessel sailing it, and constraints (12)-(19) define the variable domains.
Adding robustness strategies to the fleet deployment model
The mathematical model (1)- (19) defines the FDP for a RoRo liner shipping company. However, the solutions obtained when solving this model may sometimes become infeasible or undesirable if disruptions occur during their execution. As stated in Notteboom [15] it is reasonable to divide such disruptions in liner shipping into events happening in port and events happening when sailing between ports. For WWL, typical disruptions in ports are congestion at the port, delay in receiving the necessary paperwork from the port authorities, and sometimes disputes with the port regarding bunkering that necessitates the presence of a surveyor to reach a settlement. These port disruptions can delay the departure from the port by anything from a couple of hours and up to several days.
When sailing between ports typical disruptions are rough weather conditions and congestions in passageways. Rough weather conditions force all vessels in the area to sail at a lower speed, while congestion in a passageway causes vessels to wait longer than planned before passing through it.
In both cases the effect of the disruption is that the affected voyages takes longer than anticipated, causing the vessels to finish their voyages later than planned.
Finishing a voyage later than planned is unfortunate. Since a voyage sails from a loading region to an unloading region, and since (most of) the cargo is in most cases already onboard the ship when disruptions occur, it is not considered practical to abort or alter an ongoing voyage. Therefore these delays are usually accepted by the customers. However, what the shipping company wants to avoid is that these delays cause a knock-on effect on to subsequent voyages. Thus, what is most important when a disruption occurs is to ensure that as few as possible of the future voyages are affected. To achieve this, the case company has mainly two recourse actions. The first is to adjust the speed of the vessel to reclaim some, or all, of the lost time. Note that this is only possible if the original voyage was planned at a speed lower than the maximum speed. The effect of such an action is also diminishing the closer to the end of a voyage the vessel is. The second recourse action is to re-plan the coming voyages for the fleet of vessels, so that the delayed vessel continues onto another voyage than originally planned once the delayed voyage is completed, while some other vessel in the fleet sails the originally planned subsequent voyage. Note that these types of vessel-voyage swaps become more difficult the tighter the original plan is, since some slack in the plan is necessary for this to be possible. Such swaps may also affect the amount of cargo that can be carried on a voyage since the vessels may have different capacities to carry different types of cargo.
In this section we propose a set of strategies to make the fleet deployment plans more robust and better prepared for disruptions. For modeling purposes it is assumed that both port and sailing disruptions affect the values of the parameters T vris and T B vriqjs in the mathematical model.
Adding extra sailing time
As presented in Halvorsen-Weare et al. [10] , planning some extra sailing time for each voyage is a straight-forward way of introducing slack in the vessel schedules. This is done by multiplying the sailing times parameters T B vriqjs and T vris by some value greater than 1. When considering the planned extra sailing times against the actual sailing times of the voyages, the result is that we have introduced slack in the vessel schedules.
Rewarding early arrivals
Rewarding properties that introduce slack in solutions is another way of creating more robust schedules. Halvorsen-Weare and Fagerholt [8] present three possible ways of introducing robustness in a routing problem. They reward: (1) each day a vessel is idle, (2) each vessel that has one idle day during the week, or (3) each vessel that sails no more than two voyages during the week. In this paper we use a similar approach by rewarding vessels that arrive before the start of the time window, E ri . To accomplish this, we need to introduce a few additional variables and parameters to the mathematical model. Let t R ri be the number of days rewarded for early arrival before starting voyage (r, i). Since slack is assumed to give diminishing returns as it increases, an upper limit, R M AX , is used on how many days of slack can be rewarded. Furthermore, let δ The following sets of constraints must be added to the mathematical model:
Constraints ( 
Penalizing risky voyage start times
A similar approach to rewarding properties that provide robustness is to penalize characteristics of a solution that reduce robustness. This method was used by Christiansen and Fagerholt [4] , where a pickup and delivery ship scheduling problem with multiple time windows is studied, and robust solutions are created by penalizing arrivals that are close to the end of harbor opening hours, i.e. close to nights and weekends. In this paper we suggest a similar approach for creating robust fleet deployment, where we penalize start times close to the end of time windows. This may alter vessel schedules or increase planned sailing speeds, both of which are strategies to increase slack in the solution and thereby its robustness.
To extend the mathematical formulation (1)- (19) to penalize risky start times, we introduce additional variables and parameters. Let variable t P ri represent the number of days penalized for risky start time of voyage (r, i). For each voyage we apply an upper limit P
M AX ri
to the number of days penalized, which is the smaller of a global upper limit P M AX and the width of the voyage's time window |L ri − E ri |. The penalty given per time unit of risky start time is denoted as Λ P . Figure 5 illustrates how risky start times are penalized. If a vessel plans to start a voyage at the time given by (a), no penalty is given. However, if (b) is the planned start time, this is within the later part of the time window. We classify this as a risky start time as it is exposed to even minor delays, and a penalty with a factor of Λ P is suffered.
To model the penalizing of risky start times, the original model defined by (1)- (19) is extended by adding the following constraints. Figure 5 : Illustration of (a) not penalizing and (b) penalizing the start time of a voyage. In scenario (a), the vessel is planned to start voyage (r, i) more than P M AX days before the end of the time window. This start time is not considered risky and is therefore not penalized. In scenario (b), the start time of voyage (r, i) is t P ri days into the risky area of start times for the voyage, which results in a penalty of Λ P · t P ri .
Constraints (25) set the number of days penalized for risky start time of voyage (r, i) to be greater than or equal to the start time of the voyage minus the time when penalties start occurring, while constraints (26) set the appropriate range of t P ri . Also, to allocate penalties, the following term is added to the objective function (1):
Rolling horizon heursitic
The problem presented in Section 2 is an extension of the vehicle routing problem with time windows (VRPTW) which is an NP-hard problem ( [20] ), and thus, by restriction, the problem studied in this paper is also NP-hard. In fact, finding a feasible solution to the VRPTW (and thus also to the problem presented in this paper) is an NP-complete problem (as proved by Savelsbergh [19] ). Because the problem is NP-hard and the number of ships and trade routes is large for realistic instances of the FDP, it is not possible to solve realistic instances to optimality within a reasonable amount of time.
A popular approach to obtain good solutions to hard planning problems with long planning horizons is to use a rolling horizon heuristic (RHH). This heuristic approach was successfully implemented by Andersson et al. [2] to solve a maritime fleet deployment problem for a 6-10 months planning horizon. Due to the problem similarities, it is reasonable to believe that a rolling horizon heuristic has the potential of being an excellent solution method for the problem studied in this paper.
The rolling horizon heuristic mechanisms
The main idea behind a RHH is to divide the problem into a set of subproblems along the time axis, and then solve the subproblems iteratively in chronological order, while taking the decisions made in the previous subproblems into account. Each subproblem usually includes a primary period and a forecasting period. The decisions made in the primary period are partly or fully fixed in the next iteration, while the forecasting period is included to ensure that the decisions made in the primary period do not have adverse affects later in the planning horizon. When solving the subproblem, the properties of the original problem are kept intact in the primary period, while properties in the forecasting period are often simplified. This simplification can, for example, be a relaxation of integer variables. The RHH iterates through all the subproblems until all decisions for the whole planning horizon have been made. Figure 6 illustrates the mechanism of a RHH, and is inspired by similar figures in Mercao and Fontan [14] , Rakke et al. [18] , and Andersson et al. [2] . Let us denote K as the number of iterations to be performed. At iteration k, the subproblem H k is solved. Further, S P (H k ) and S F (H k ) describe the primary period S P and the forecasting period S F in subproblem H k , respectively. When the computation in each iteration has been done, the solutions in S P (H k )
are fixed according to a predefined fixing strategy, and the primary and forecasting periods are updated to S P (H k+1 ) and S F (H k+1 ). The new subproblem is chosen by moving forward a given number of time units equal to the length of the primary period, and then subproblem H k+1 is solved in a similar manner. In the last period of the horizon, no forecasting section is used, and all decisions made are final. 
Rolling horizon heuristics applied to the fleet deployment problem
As stated in Section 2, the time periods in the mathematical model are divided into a set of months, M. In our implementation of the RHH we have chosen to let K be equal to the number of months in the planning problem, and to let each subproblem H k consist of a central period of one month, and a forecasting period of the following two months. Let M(H k ) be the set of months in subproblem k, including the months prior to month k. Subproblem H k is then the subset of the mathematical model defined by constraints (1)- (19) consisting of the variables and constraints that are defined for the months m ∈ M(H k ), and the voyages (r, i) ∈ m∈M(H k ) N m . However, to make the model easier to solve we simplify the forecasting period by relaxing the binary requirements on all variables belonging to those months.
Once a subproblem is solved, the values of the routing variables y vriqj from the central period are fixed to their current value, while the variables related to speed (x vriqj ), load (l ribpk ), start times (t ri ), and a vessel's final destination (y vrid(v)1) ) may be adjusted in later subproblems. This gives the model the opportunity to speed up vessels to arrive earlier at the start of a given voyage, re-distribute loads, and move start times within their time windows, in earlier months to make better decisions in later months. Thus, the final value of these variables are not decided until the RHH is solved for the last month.
A simulation framework for evaluating disruption management strategies
To test the effectiveness of the proposed robustness strategies suggested in Section 3 as well as some recovery strategies, a simulation framework was developed. The framework simulates the execution of the FDP and introduces realistic disruptions by randomly adding events. We consider two types of events: 1) events affecting the sailing times of a voyage and 2) events that affect the time in a port. To capture the possibilities of taking recovery actions during the execution of a plan, the framework combines simulation with optimization by calling re-planning procedures when certain conditions during the simulation are met. We consider two types of recovery strategies: 1)
adjusting the speed of a vessel, and 2) re-solving the FDP. The first strategy is used by individual ship captains who can decide to deviate from the planned speed on a voyage in order to keep the schedule. The second strategy involves the shipping company planners as this recovery strategy may affect the sailing plan of many ships simultaneously.
A flow chart for the developed simulation program is presented in Figure 7 . The input solution is obtained by solving the FDP for a given problem instance. This may or may not include any of the robustness strategies defined in Section 3. We also predefine the event scenarios, i.e. the set of events occurring during each simulation. Each event is associated with a given sailing leg, or a given port, happens in a specific time period, and causes a delay of a given number of days for any ship sailing that leg or visiting that port within the event window.
A simulation starts on day t = 0, and iterates through each day t in the planning horizon to see 
Computational Study
In this section different methods of handling disruption management in RoRo liner shipping,
i.e. the combination of robustness and recovery strategies, is tested. We begin in Section 6.1 by introducing the test instances, before testing the RHH presented in Section 4 in a static setting and comparing it with results of solving the full mathematical model as a MIP using commercial software in Section 6.2. The main part of the computational study, presented in Section 6.3, tests how the various robustness and disruption management strategies performs in a dynamic and stochastic setting mimicking the real world. The MIP and RHH models were solved using Gurobi
Optimizer version 6.0 [7] , and were run on a HP DL165 G6 computer with 2 x AMD Opteron 2431 2.4 GHz processor, and 24 GB of RAM.
Description of the problem instances
The test data used for testing the RHH's performance consists of five different problem instances provided by WWL, with different size and complexity. The simplest and smallest problem instance contains only two vessels and five voyages to be serviced over a planning period of three months, while the largest and most complex problem instance has 24 vessels, 222 voyages and a planning period of nine months. A summary of the characteristics of the different problem instances is presented in Table 1 . The problem instances are named so that an instance named "S5 V52 T7" has five ships, 52 voyages and a planning period of seven months. In addition, the table states the number of speed profiles, cargo segments, and the width of the time windows for start of the voyages,for each instance. S2 V5 T3  2  5  3  1  1  S5 V52 T7  5  52  7  3  4  S5 V77 T8  5  77  8  2  4  S16 V109 T9  16  109  9  3  4  S24 V222 T9  24  222  9  3  4 The width of the time windows has a great impact on the complexity of the problems as increased width increases the number of possible combination of voyages each vessel can sail, and thus increases the solution space. Each voyage has one target day for when it should preferably start that will remain the same, while the earliest and latest start dates on each side of the target day is modified as described below. It is assumed that the voyages in the first months have less flexibility than the voyages in the later months of the planning period. Therefore, the first months consistently have tighter time windows in all modifications of the test instances described in the following:
Modification 1 (M1) For all the months in the planning period, the earliest and latest start of the voyages are the target day ± 1 day, resulting in a time window of three days.
Modification 2 (M2)
For the two first months in the planning period, the earliest and latest start dates of the voyages are the target day ± 1 day, resulting in a time window of three days. For the rest of the months in the planning period, the earliest and latest start dates of the voyages are the target day ± 2 days, resulting in a time window of five days.
Modification 3 (M3)
For the two first months in the planning period, the earliest and latest start dates of the voyages are the target day ± 1 day, resulting in a time window of three days. For the two subsequent months the earliest and latest start dates of the voyages are the target day ± 2 days, resulting in a time window of five days. For the rest of the planning period the earliest and latest start dates of the voyages are the target day ± 3 days, resulting in a time window of seven days.
We apply all three modifications to each of the five test instances described in Table 1 , creating a total of 15 instances. We denote each problem instance by adding M1, M2 or M3 to the end of each problem instance's name.
Testing the rolling horizon heuristic
To test the quality of the RHH we have tested it on the instances presented in Section 6.1, and compared the solutions with those obtained by solving the full MIP model defined by constraints
(1)-(19) directly using Gurobi. In this part of the testing no robustness strategies are included.
The results are summarized in Table 2. The table reports # Months seconds. The reason for this is to ensure that the total computing time of the RHH does not exceed 10,000 seconds in total. able to find the optimal solution relatively quickly, and for the instances S5 V77 T8 MX and S16 V109 T9 MX the MIP solver is less than 2 % from the optimal solution after 10,000 seconds.
However, for the largest set of instances, S24 V222 T9 MX, the MIP model cannot find any decent primal solution within the time limit.
The RHH is able to find good solutions with an optimality gap of less than 5 % for all instances except S5 V77 T8 M2 and S24 V222 T9 M1. For the latter instance the optimality gap may be explained by a poor lower bound obtained by the MIP solver, since it has not been able explore many branch-and-bound nodes within the time limit. For S5 V77 T8 M2 the poor optimality gap comes from the two additional unserviced voyages that are present in the RHH solution, compared to the MIP solution.
Comparing the solution times we see that the RHH is able to produce much higher quality solutions within the time limit, when the test instances become large. In addition, the RHH spends less than one hour (3,600 seconds) to solve all but the largest test instance, which takes 5, 520 seconds to solve. The reason why the RHH spends less time than the allowed 10, 000 seconds is that while the subproblems early in the planning horizon usually run until the time limit, the subproblems late in the planning period are solved to optimality much faster, since most of the variables in the problem are fixed at this point. This indicates that even better solutions might be obtained if we allocate more time to solve the subproblems early in the planning horizon.
Overall, the RHH provides good solutions to the FDP, and is capable of finding high quality solutions within the given time limits for large problem instances where solving the full mathematical model with commercial software is not possible. Thus, in the following computational testing we use the RHH both to create an initial FDP, and as a recovery tool when re-planning the FDP after disruptions have occurred during the simulation.
Testing the disruption management approaches
In this section we use the simulation-optimization framework presented in Section 5 to 1) evaluate solutions obtained by applying the alternative robustness strategies and 2) evaluate the effectiveness of using the RHH as a re-planning tool, to take recovery actions. The test instance S24 V222 T9 M2 has been used for all tests in this section since it is the largest and most realistic of the test instances presented in Section 6.1.
As stated in Section 5 we consider two types of disruptions; those affecting the time it takes to sail a voyage, and those affecting the time spent in a given port. Table 3 shows the probabilities of a disruption occurring on a given voyage or at a given port on a given day, the impact of the event, the average number of sailing and port events that occurred during the planning horizon in the simulated scenarios, and the corresponding standard deviation. These numbers do not define how many vessel schedules are affected by each event, as zero, one or several voyages may be sailing the affected trade route, or be sailing towards the affected port. We begin by testing the three robustness strategies presented in Section 3, as well as one that combines all three, and compare their solutions to those created by applying the RHH to the original mathematical model. In this part of the testing we only allow speed adjustment on individual vessels as a recovery action, and thus we test each solution's ability to absorb disruptions without changing the plan. Table 4 gives a description of these approaches and how they are denoted in the remainder of this computational study, while Table 5 shows the parameter values used for the three robustness strategies. For the COMBINED robustness strategy we slightly scale down the presented parameter values to incorporate a weighting effect. This was found to work well during the initial testing. The revised parameter values for the COMBINED strategy are presented in Table 6 . It should be emphasized that setting the parameter values is a major undertaking in order to balance different criteria. The values shown in Tables 5 and 6 are carefully chosen after preliminary testing and seem to give reasonable solutions for the problem studied. The maximum number of days rewarded for early arrival 2 Λ R Reward given per day of early arrival 150,000 USD P
M AX
The maximum number of days penalized for risky arrival 2 Λ P Penalty suffered per day of risky arrival 100,000 USD D
Number of days a voyage can be planned to be delayed 0 C P Daily delay penalty cost 200,000 USD Table 7 shows the planned operating costs of the solutions obtained by the different robustness strategies as a percentage of the BASIC planned operating cost. These costs are calculated as the costs of the solutions given by the objective function (1) when the costs of any unserviced voyages have been deducted. Also, any costs or revenues associated with robustness rewards or penalties Reward given per day of early arrival 50,000 USD Λ P Penalty suffered per day of risky arrival 50,000 USD are excluded in the planned operating costs since these also are artificial costs/rewards. This is done because all solutions had the same number of unserviced voyages, and we want to capture the difference in the operating costs of the company's vessel fleet when applying the different robustness strategies. Adding these robustness strategies may increase the planned operational costs, since the set of feasible solutions to the problem is reduced. However, we see that none of the robustness strategies add more than a modest 5 % to the planned operating costs in this instance. Table 8 shows the average simulated costs (SC) and average total days of delay (D) over re-planning, we allow speed adjustments to mitigate the impacts of disruptions. The intention behind this setting is to mimic how we assume individual vessels respond to events in reality, without any centrally coordinated actions taken from the shipping company itself. These speed adjustments may be conducted every day during the simulation and ensure that any robustness that comes with sailing voyages at low speeds is captured. The simulated costs in Table 8 are all given as a percentage of the planned cost for the initial BASIC solution from Table 7 . Compared to the planned costs in Table 7 , the simulated costs capture the costs of disruptions, i.e. the impacts on the vessel schedules from disruptions such as increased sailing and port times. These impacts potentially include longer sailing times, higher speeds, extra space chartering of cargoes and, perhaps most importantly, the costs of voyage delays. The results show that the simulated costs are higher than the planned costs, meaning that By incorporating robustness strategies when planning, we observe a significant improvement in performance in terms of simulated costs and amount of delays. Despite higher planned costs than the BASIC solution, as presented in Table 7 , all of the robustness solutions have lower average simulated costs. When allowing Speed re-planning, the COMBINED strategy reduces the average costs and delays compared with the BASIC strategy by 7 % and 61 %, respectively. It is also worth noticing that the two solutions with the highest planned costs, COMBINED and REWARD, are the solutions that provide the lowest simulated costs, both when simulating with the No re-planning and the Speed re-planning settings.
Evaluating re-planning as a recovery action
When including the re-planning procedure in the simulation framework, we must determine when it should be used. As liner shipping companies have different preferences, this choice may differ from company to company. For instance, one company may accept some delays to maintain its cost-efficient plan. Other companies, however, aim to reduce delays as much as possible to keep highly demanding customers satisfied. We have tested three different trigger strategies for when to use the re-planning procedure as a recovery strategy:
1. at least one day delay for a voyage is anticipated with the current plan 2. at least three days delay for a voyage is anticipated with the current plan 3. at least five days delay for a voyage is anticipated with the current plan Table 9 We observe that by including the re-planning procedure in the simulation framework, significant costs savings can be achieved. For the BASIC solution, the simulated costs are, for all triggers, just above 16 % of the planned costs, compared to roughly 21 % when only speed adjustments are allowed (see Table 8 ). Cost savings are also obtained for the COMBINED solution. We also see that the lower threshold trigger used, the more often the recovery procedure is called, as could be expected. When simulating COMBINED solutions with a 5-day voyage delay trigger, the procedure is on average only called twice. The re-planning recovery procedure is further called approximately twice as often in the BASIC simulations than in the COMBINED simulations. This illustrates that the initial COMBINED solutions are considerably more robust to disruptions and are able to absorb most of the impacts of the incurred disruptions with their incorporated slack.
Next, we observe how little the incurred total delay varies between the different trigger strategies. For the BASIC simulations, we observe that a 3-day trigger actually seems to perform slightly better than calling the procedure every time a voyage is anticipated to experience only one day of delay or more, both in terms of delays and costs. However, the results do not show the same for COMBINED solutions. We believe that this difference may be due to the recovery procedure for BASIC solutions which does not have the same robustness incentives as when called for COMBINED solutions.
By considering the aforementioned observations, we see that including the re-planning procedure has the potential of better mitigating the impacts of disruptions than by not considering recovery actions. Despite slightly lower simulated costs, easily triggering the re-planning procedure leads to many alterations to the operations. Even though voyage swaps may only be planned changes and do not actually occur due to additional events, these are still considered as changes and must be facilitated by the case company. The results suggest that if a price for performing changes was considered, triggering the recovery procedure less often may be desirable. Different companies have their own individual preferences in the trade-off between the extent of changes, expected costs and expected delays, and therefore we do not give a final suggestion of the optimal trigger strategy. Table 10 shows the average costs of the solutions from ten simulations of each robustness strategy combined with the re-planning procedure as a percentage of the BASIC planned operating costs. For the purpose of comparing the performance of combined robustness strategies and replanning recovery, the recovery procedure is triggered when the expected delay of any voyage exceeds three days. We also include the results from Table 8 for easier comparison. The results in Table 10 show that by enabling re-planning in the simulations, denoted Full replanning, further cost and delay reductions are achieved for all robustness strategies. As for the No re-planning and the Speed re-planning settings, the BASIC solution has the poorest performance both in terms of delay and simulated costs. Despite the relatively high simulated costs of the BASIC solution with Full re-planning, it is evident that including re-planning can result in considerable savings. Of the robustness strategies, the solution based on the INCREASE strategy has the largest simulated costs and highest amount of delay, while the COMBINED strategy performs the best, reducing the costs and delays compared with the Speed re-planning setting by another 0.4 % and 13 %, respectively.
Combining robustness and recovery strategies
A scatter plot of the average simulated costs and the average total delay for solutions based on the robustness strategies combined with the re-planning procedure is presented in Figure 8 .
In addition, a 95% confidence interval is given for both costs and delays. The figure shows that even though the COMBINED strategy gives the lowest average both in terms of costs and delays, we cannot conclude (with 95 % certainty) that it is better than the REWARD or PENALIZE strategies. Further, the plot shows that, on average, the INCREASE and BASIC strategies perform the worst, and is dominated by the COMBINED strategy. Whenever the re-planning procedure is used, changes to the previous plan may occur. Each robustness strategy affects the number of times the re-planning procedure is called during the simulation and how many changes these calls make to the existing plan in a different way. Table 11 shows the average number times the re-planning procedure is called on each robust solution, and the resulting number of total voyage swaps from these new plans. The plans based on the robustness strategies BASIC and INCREASE, that gives the highest amount of delay with the Speed replanning setting, require most re-planning to be performed during the simulation. The robustness strategies with a lower total delay will have fewer voyages with delays of more than three days, and thus trigger fewer calls to the re-planning procedure. However, we see that the simulations of the PENALIZE solutions only trigger the re-planning procedure eight times compared to nine for the REWARD solution, despite having a 112 days of delay in the Speed re-planning setting compared to REWARD's 82 days of delay. This again implies that using the PENALIZE strategy results in plans where the disruptions will cause many smaller delays, while the REWARD strategy gives vessel schedules where fewer voyages are delayed, but each delay is of a greater magnitude.
Further, we observe from Table 11 that solutions generated with the PENALIZE robustness strategy are, on average, subject to the least amount of voyage swaps. This can also be explained by how the PENALIZE robustness strategy evenly distributes slack to vessels. If the COMBINED strategy had used the same parametric values as each of the individual robustness strategies, then it would have had both less re-planning procedure calls and fewer voyage swaps. However, as seen in Tables 5 and 6 , the COMBINED strategy uses smaller values for each parameter and it is therefore not surprising that the number of voyage swaps for the COMBINED strategy lies somewhere in between the other strategies. However, in terms of re-planning procedure calls, the COMBINED strategy has the fewest.
By comparing PENALIZE and COMBINED, we can see that by selecting PENALIZE and accepting operating costs that are, on average only slightly higher, considerably fewer changes are needed to be done to the deployment plan during operation. Further, if we compare the COMBINED solutions with Full re-planning and Speed re-planning it can be seen that zero changes to the plan can be achieved by accepting, on average, only 0.4 % higher costs and 13 % more delays.
Concluding remarks
We have presented a set of strategies to include robustness, and handle disruptions, in the fleet deployment planning of a roll-on roll-off liner shipping company. A new mathematical model of the problem is proposed, together a set of robust planning strategies that ensure that the resulting plan is less vulnerable to disruptions. To solve real-life instances of the problem a rolling horizon heuristic is presented. A computational study is conducted to test the heuristic and the effect of the robustness strategies. To test the effect of the proposed robustness strategies we simulate the execution of a fleet deployment plan while introducing disruptions. The computational results
show that none of the robustness strategies individually adds more than a modest 5 % to the planned costs of the fleet deployment. However, when the execution of the plans were simulated, the results show that when combining robustness strategies with speed adjustments, the costs are substantially lower, sometimes by as much as 7 %, and the total days of delay are reduced by up to 61 %. When also including the re-planning procedure, the impact of disruptions can be further reduced by approximately 0.4 % in costs and 13 % in total delays.
An anonymous referee noted that this paper only discusses reactive re-planning, i.e. re-planning is only performed if a disruption occurs. An extension of this could be to also include proactive re-planning when a disruption does not occur. Suppose for example that the travel time through a canal is highly uncertain and that to hedge against a long delay, extra travel time is added. Now, suppose that no disruption occurs and the vessel, after exiting the canal, is scheduled to arrive several days ahead of schedule. Then, using proactive re-planning one would also call the re-planning in this case, which would probably result in that the ship would reduce its sailing speed on the remaining travel in order to reduce costs. It should be emphasized that this could relatively easily be incorporated in our solution methodology.
